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Purpose: Current evidence on the care-delivering process and the intensity of treatment at
the end-of-life of cancer patients is limited and remains unclear. Our objective was to examine
the care-delivering processes in health care during the last months of life with real-life data of
Swiss cancer patients.
Patients and methods: The study population consisted of adult decedents in 2014 who
were insured at Helsana Group. Data on the final cause of death were provided additionally by
the Swiss Federal Statistical Office. Of the 10,275 decedents, 2,710 (26.4%) died of cancer.
Intensity of treatment and health care utilization (including transitions) at their end-of-life were
examined. Intensity measures included the following: last dose of chemotherapy within 14 days
of death, a new chemotherapy regimen starting <30 days before death, more than one hospital
admission or spending >14 days in hospital in the last month, death in an acute care hospital,
more than one emergency visit and ≥1 intensive care unit admission in the last month of life.
Results: In the last 6 months of life, 89.5% of cancer patients had ≥1 transition, with 87.2%
being hospitalized. Within 30 days before death, 64.2% of the decedents had ≥1 intensive treatment, whereby 8.9% started a new chemotherapy. In the multinomial logistic regression model,
older age, higher density of nursing home beds and home care nurses were associated with a
decrease, while living in the Italian- or French-speaking part of Switzerland was associated
with an increase in intensive care.
Conclusion: Swiss cancer patients insured by Helsana Group experience a considerable number
of transitions and intensive treatments at the end-of-life, whereby treatment intensity declines
with increasing age. Among others, increased home care nursing might be helpful to reduce
unwarranted treatments and transitions, therefore leading to better care at the end-of-life.
Keywords: cancer, end-of-life care, health care costs, transitions, intensity of treatment, health
insurance, regional variation
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Cancer is the second most common cause of death in Switzerland. In 2014, >16,000
(26%) of all decedents died of cancer.1 In 12 European Union countries, cancer was
shown to have overtaken cardiovascular diseases as the leading cause of death.2 Nowadays, modern medicine provides many treatment options for patients with cancer and
it is often believed that cancer patients undergo numerous treatments up until old
age at the end-of-life. Findings by Earle et al revealed that 30% of elderly decedents
had at least one indicator of intensive care (i.e., chemotherapy) at the end-of-life
when measured by means of claims-based data.3 Previous studies have also found an
increase in the use of intensive cancer care at the end-of-life.3,4 According to a more
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recent review by Langton et al, almost 40% of mainly elderly
patients received chemotherapy or life-sustaining interventions in their last month of life.5 But some of these treatment
options might not be advisable for cancer patients at their
end-of-life. Physicians, patients as well as their relatives are,
therefore, confronted with difficult decisions whether or not
to provide (further) treatments at the end-of-life.6 Thereby,
more intensive care was not always regarded as better care.7
In addition, studies have shown that early use of palliative
care may, among others, result in prolonged life expectancy
and less pain in dying patients.8–10
Earlier studies have found considerable variations concerning chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatment at the
end-of-life in cancer patients.3,11 The number of transitions
between care settings also differed considerably between
regions in Switzerland in the last 6 months before death.12
While some differences in the intensity of treatment at the
end-of-life certainly are justified, others might indicate overuse or underuse of treatment options in particular regions or
subgroups.13,14 The availability of health care services may
play an important role: decedents who resided in regions
with a higher availability of hospice services were shown to
receive less intensive care at the end-of-life.3 However, little
is known in Switzerland about the care of cancer patients at
the end-of-life. Previous research mainly concentrated on
chemotherapy, radiotherapy and hospitalizations in the last
30 days of life.11,15,16 A large study of four European countries regarding the health care utilization and the care setting
transitions in the last 3 months of life of cancer patients did
not include Swiss patients.17 Knowledge in the field of health
care utilization at the end-of-life is decisive not only for health
care providers but also for cancer patients and their relatives.

Study aims
This study aimed to examine the care-delivering processes in
health care during the last months of life with real-life data
of Swiss cancer patients. Age differences in the intensity of
treatment, using established criteria, as well as in health care
utilization (including transitions) were examined, thereby
accounting for a variety of individual and regional factors.3
Our goal was to establish clarity on whether differences in the
intensity of care between regions or patient groups exist, and
if so, to what extent. The indicators for intensity cannot judge
the quality of care provided to cancer patients, but can be
used as red flags to identify regions or groups with potential
challenges concerning the coordination of care at the endof-life. The identification of such differences is the first step
in addressing possible overuse or underuse. Former research
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has shown that it is feasible to assess intensity of care at the
end-of-life using routine claims and further administrative
databases.3,7,18–20

Patients and methods
Study population
Helsana is one of the largest health insurers in Switzerland
and covered almost one-fifth of all decedents in Switzerland
in 2014. The study population consists of a retrospective
cohort of decedents in 2014 who were insured by Helsana
Insurance Group, and of whom data on the last year of life
were available. Further, data on the final cause of death of
the decedents were provided by the Swiss Federal Statistical
Office and merged with insurance claims data.
A total of 11,356 adult decedents were included in the
Helsana population. Of these, 599 (5.3%) were excluded
due to lack of detailed information on health care utilization (i.e., decedents living abroad, or lump sums used for
reimbursement in nursing home residents), and 482 (4.2%)
were excluded due to unknown cause of death or inability to
merge the two datasets. Finally, 10,275 decedents of the year
2014 were included, of whom 2,710 (26.4%) died of cancer
(or its complications at an early stage).
A previous study examining the representativeness of
the database found that the Helsana population was slightly
older than the average Swiss population.21 But due to the
geographical diversity covered by the Helsana database, the
study contains information of a variety of cultural, social,
regional and otherwise divergent populations.
As this study is retrospective and based on anonymized
routine administrative health care claims data, a patient
informed consent was not needed, according to the national
ethical and legal regulation (article 22 of the Swiss data
protection law). Furthermore, a formal request was sent to
the Ethics committee Kantonale Ethikkommission Zürich
in the Canton of Zurich. According to this committee, no
further ethics approval was needed as the study falls outside
the scope of the Swiss Federal Act on Research involving
Human Beings (Human Research Act).

Measures
Cancer patients were defined as those decedents whose underlying cause of death was cancer. Based on the study by Earle
et al,3 intensity of care at the end-of-life was defined as the
occurrence of any of the following indicators: 1) last dose
of chemotherapy within 14 days of death, 2) a new chemotherapy regimen starting <30 days before death, 3) more than
one emergency visit in the last month of life, 4) more than
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one hospital admission or spending >14 days in hospital in
the last month of life, 5) death in an acute care hospital and
6) at least one intensive care unit (ICU) admission in the last
month of life. These indicators of the intensity of end-of-life
cancer care were derived from administrative data such as
claims data, and were identified by focus groups with cancer
patients and family members as well as with expert panels.22
An emergency visit was counted only if the patient spent at
least 1 h in the ICU. For the purpose of multivariate analysis,
the number of intensive treatments at the end-of-life was
divided into three groups: 0, 1 and 2+ treatment(s).
Additionally, transitions (defined as a change in the health
care setting as identified by the claims data23) and the place
of death (hospital, nursing home, home/others) were analyzed. The number of transitions between health care settings
(hospital, nursing home, home/others) and the proportion of
decedents with burdensome transitions, as defined by Teno et
al,23 were calculated. A burdensome transition was defined as
three or more hospitalizations in the last 90 days of life, or
at least one transition in the last 3 days of life.23 Health care
utilization also comprised the proportion of decedents with
at least one hospitalization and the median number of days in
hospital, as well as the proportion of decedents with at least
one nursing home admission with the median length of stay.
Furthermore, the number of physician visits by primary care
physicians and specialists is shown.
The following variables concerning patient characteristics
were considered: age, sex, cause of death, number of chronic
conditions, health insurance plan, as well as regional covariates: language region, community characters (urban vs. rural),
the cantonal density of hospital beds (ranging from 1.8 to 11.5
per 1,000 inhabitants), the cantonal density of nursing home
beds (ranging from 48.3 to 120.9 per 1,000 inhabitants aged
65 years and older), as well as the density of home care nurses
(ranging from 1.4 to 3.8 per 1,000 inhabitants) and ambulatory
care physicians on the cantonal level (ranging from 92 to 425
per 100,000 inhabitants). Data on the final cause of death of
the decedents were provided by the Swiss Federal Statistical
Office. The merging was performed on the premises of the
Swiss Federal Statistical Office using only few predefined key
variables, excluding the name and address. Chronic conditions
were identified based on the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system, using an updated measure of the
Pharmacy-based Cost Group model by Huber et al.24 The following 22 chronic conditions were distinguished: acid-related
disorders, bone diseases (osteoporosis), cancer, cardiovascular
diseases (including hypertension), dementia, diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, glaucoma, gout/hyperuricemia, human immunodeficiency virus, hyperlipidemia, intestinal inflammatory
Cancer Management and Research 2018:10
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diseases, iron-deficiency anemia, migraines, pain, Parkinson’s
disease, psychological disorders (sleep disorders, depression),
psychoses, respiratory illness (asthma, COPD), rheumatologic
conditions, thyroid disorders, tuberculosis.

Statistical analysis
Population characteristics, health care utilization, as well as
transitions between health care settings in cancer patients in
the last 6 months of life were assessed and compared to those
dying of other causes by means of descriptive statistics. Data
are presented as percentages for categorical variables and as
medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs; presented as the first
and the third quartiles) for continuous variables.
Intensive treatments for the end-of-life in patients who died
of cancer were assessed. Age differences regarding the intensity
of cancer treatment are presented using boxplots. Multinomial
logistic regression analysis was performed to determine the
impact of individual and regional variables on the odds of intensive cancer treatments at the end-of-life.25 Odds ratios (ORs)
are shown for the three groups of intensive treatments: 0, 1 and
2 or more treatments. A threshold for statistical significance of
p=0.05 (two sided) was utilized. Because hospice use cannot be
identified by means of the present data, a sensitivity analysis
was carried out to examine health care utilization and treatment
intensity in cancer decedents, thereby excluding the cancer
decedents who lived in 4 out of 26 cantons with hospice availability (Aargau, Luzern, Zürich and Schwyz).26 All analyses
were carried out using R statistics, version 3.2.0 (R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results
The median (IQR) age of the total analytic sample of 10,275
decedents was 84 (75–90) years, and almost 53% were
women. The distribution of the decedents in different age
groups was as follows: 453 (16.7%) of the cancer decedents
were aged 18–64 years, 716 (26.4%) were aged 65–74 years,
908 (33.5%) were aged 75–84 years and 633 (23.4%) of the
cancer decedents were aged 85 years and older. In non-cancer
decedents, the distribution was as follows: 595 (7.9%) were
aged 18–64 years, 710 (9.4%) were aged 65–74 years, 2,025
(26.8%) were aged 75–84 years and 4,235 (56.0%) of the
decedents were aged 85 years and older. The characteristics
of the study population are presented in Table 1. Cancer
decedents were on average younger and they more often lived
in the Italian part of Switzerland and in rural areas compared
with decedents dying of other causes. Furthermore, they
more often had supplementary hospital insurance and higher
deductibles, although differences in the latter were rather
small. The main causes of death of those not dying of cancer
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Characteristics of the study population (N=10,275)
Characteristics of study
population

Total

Decedents
dying of cancer

Decedents dying
of other causes

n
Female sex
Age, years, median (IQR)
Language area
German
French
Italian
Type of residence (urban area)
Chronic conditions, median (IQR)
Managed care
Supplementary hospital insurance
Higher deductible (>CHF 500)

10,275
5,412 (52.7%)
84.0 (75–90)

2,710 (26.4%)
1,228 (45.3%)
77.0 (68–84)

7,565 (73.6%)
4,184 (55.3%)
86.0 (79–91)

8,199 (79.8%)
1,598 (15.6%)
478 (4.7%)
3,312 (32.2%)
4.0 (3.0–6.0)
3,190 (31.0%)
2,031 (19.8%)
599 (5.8%)

2,114 (78.0%)
423 (15.6%)
173 (6.4%)
797 (29.4%)
5.0 (3.0–6.0)
1,017 (37.5%)
617 (22.8%)
191 (7.0%)

6,085 (80.4%)
1,175 (15.5%)
305 (4.0%)
2,515 (33.2%)
4.0 (2.0–5.0)
2,173 (28.7%)
1,414 (18.7%)
408 (5.4%)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.002

Notes: p-values, assigning the differences between the decedents dying of cancer vs. dying of other causes, were calculated using Fisher’s exact test for dichotomous variables,
Wilcoxon rank sum test for continuous variables and chi-squared test for categorical variables. Rhaeto-Romanic area is assigned to the German area.
Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range (presented as the first and the third quartiles).

Table 2 Cause of death by cancer type and sex (n=2,710)
Type of cancer

Men, n (%)

Women, n (%)

Total, n (%)

Lung cancer
Colorectal cancer
Hematologic cancer
Prostate cancer
Breast cancer
Pancreas cancer
Other cancer types

318 (21.5)
138 (9.3)
125 (8.4)
236 (15.9)

184 (15.0)
121 (9.9)
115 (9.4)

502 (18.5)
259 (9.6)
240 (8.9)
236 (8.7)
212 (7.8)
188 (6.9)
1,073 (39.6)

85 (5.7)
580 (39.1)

212 (17.3)
103 (8.4)
493 (40.1)

were diseases of the circulatory system (29.0%), followed
by mental, behavioral and neurodevelopmental disorders
(8.2%), stroke (6.3%), diseases of the respiratory system
(6.0%) and diseases of the nervous system (5.3%). Cancer
decedents most frequently died of lung cancer (18.5%), followed by colorectal cancer (9.6%) and hematologic cancer
(8.9%). The frequencies of cancer types as the main cause of
death, separately for men and women, are shown in Table 2.
Overall, 89.5% of the cancer decedents were transferred at
least once in the last 6 months of life, compared with 58.7%
of the decedents dying from other causes, whereby 87.2% of
cancer decedents and 54.3% of non-cancer decedents were
hospitalized (Table 3). Nearly one-fifth of patients dying of
cancer and only about 1 in 10 patients not dying of cancer
had at least one burdensome transition (defined as three or
more hospitalizations in the last 90 days of life, or at least
one transition in the last 3 days of life). The median number
of acute hospital admissions was twice as high in cancer
decedents (2 vs. 1; p<0.001). The number of consultations
by specialists was substantially higher in cancer decedents,
whereas no differences were found in the number of primary
care physician consultations. Almost 60% of cancer dece484
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dents died in the hospital, whereas decedents dying of other
causes most frequently died in nursing homes.
Looking at cancer decedents, almost 65% had at least one
intensive treatment (as defined by Earle et al3) at the end-oflife, whereby the number of intensive treatments decreased
with increasing age (Figure 1). Altogether, 35.8% of cancer
decedents had none, 23.8% had one and 40.4% had two and
more intensive cancer treatment(s). The median (IQR) number
of intensive treatments was 2.0 (1.0–2.0) in the youngest and
0.0 (0.0–1.0) in the oldest age group (p<0.001). In contrast,
no statistically significant sex-specific differences were found.
The proportions of patients with a specific intensive treatment varied markedly (Table 4). The proportion of decedents
was highest in the youngest age group and lowest in the oldest
age group for all intensive treatments. Variations between
language areas were found for all intensive treatments except
for starting a new chemotherapy regimen in the last month of
life and more than one emergency visit in the last month of
life. Receiving a last dose of chemotherapy within 14 days
of death, in-hospital death and ICU admission(s) more frequently occurred in the Italian-speaking part of Switzerland,
while a higher proportion of patients with more than one
hospital admission or spending >14 days in hospital in the
last month of life was found in the French-speaking regions.
In the multinomial regression model, decedents in the
French or Italian part of Switzerland had a 2.4 times higher
odds for 2+ intensive treatments compared with cancer decedents in the German part (Table 5). Moreover, each increase
in the density of hospital beds was associated with a 1.14
higher odds for 2+ treatments. In contrast, each increase in
the density of home care nurses or nursing home beds was
associated with a 17.4 and a 1.3 lower odds for one intensive
Cancer Management and Research 2018:10
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Total

Decedents dying
of cancer

Decedents dying
of other causes

n (%)
Individuals with at least one transition
Number of transitions,a median (IQR)
Individuals with burdensome transition(s)
Individuals with hospitalization(s)
Length of stay,a median (IQR)
Individuals with nursing home admission(s)
Length of stay,a median (IQR)
Individuals with consultation(s)
Number of consultations,a median (IQR)
By primary care physicians
By specialists
Place of death
Home
Hospital
Nursing home

10,275
6,867 (66.8)
2.0 (1–4)
1,341 (13.1)
6,472 (63.0)
35.0 (13–91)
4,686 (45.6)
176.0 (80–181)
9,816 (95.5)
12.0 (6–20)
6.0 (2–11)
3.0 (1–10)

2,710 (26.4)
2,425 (89.5)
3.0 (1–5)
450 (16.6)
2,364 (87.2)
31.0 (16–61)
743 (27.4)
66.0 (20–170)
2,670 (98.5)
19.0 (11–29)
6.0 (2–11)
11.0 (3–21)

7,565 (73.6)
4,442 (58.7)
2.0 (1–3)
891 (11.8)
4,108 (54.3)
38.0 (11–137)
3,943 (52.1)
179.0 (127–181)
7,146 (94.5)
10.0 (5–16)
6.0 (2–10)
2.0 (0–6)

2,269 (22.1)
4,133 (40.2)
3,873 (37.7)

559 (20.6)
1,546 (57.0)
605 (22.3)

1,710 (22.6)
2,587 (34.2)
3,268 (43.2)

p-value

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
NS
<0.001
<0.001

Notes: p-values, assigning the differences between the decedents dying of cancer vs. of other causes, were calculated using Fisher’s exact test for dichotomous variables,
Wilcoxon rank sum test for continuous variables and chi-squared test for categorical variables. aIn decedents with at least one admission, transition or consultation,
respectively.
Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range (presented as the first and the third quartiles); NS, not significant.

Number of intensive
treatments
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Table 3 Health care utilization of decedents dying of cancer vs. dying of other causes in their last 6 months of life (N=10,275)
Health care use

2.0

Male
Female

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
18–64

65–74

75–84

85+

Age group
Figure 1 Mean number of intensive treatments at the end-of-life, divided by sex and age group (n=2,710).

Table 4 Proportions of cancer decedents with intensive treatments at the end-of-life by age group (n=2,710)
Intensive treatment

Last dose of chemotherapy within 14 days of death
Starting a new chemotherapy regimen ≤30 days before
death
More than one emergency visit in the last month of life
More than one hospital admission or spending >14 days
in hospital in the last month of life
Spending >14 days in hospital in the last month of life
More than one hospital admission in the last month of
life
Death in an acute care hospital
At least one ICU admission in the last month of life

Age in years

p-value

Total
(n=2,710)

18–64
(n=453)

65–74
(n=716)

75–84
(n=908)

85+
(n=633)

199 (7.3%)
242 (8.9%)

63 (13.9%)
73 (16.1%)

75 (10.5%)
88 (12.3%)

52 (5.7%)
70 (7.7%)

9 (1.4%)
11 (1.7%)

<0.001
<0.001

56 (2.1%)
1,053 (38.9%)

18 (4.0%)
237 (52.3%)

12 (1.7%)
321 (44.8%)

21 (2.3%)
345 (38.0%)

5 (0.8%)
150 (23.7%)

0.003
<0.001

976 (36.0%)
174 (6.4%)

213 (47.0%)
47 (10.4%)

295 (41.2%)
58 (8.1%)

330 (36.3%)
47 (5.2%)

138 (21.8%)
22 (3.5%)

<0.001
<0.001

1,522 (56.2%)
187 (6.9%)

323 (71.3%)
46 (10.2%)

464 (64.8%)
48 (6.7%)

504 (55.5%)
68 (7.5%)

231 (36.5%)
25 (3.9%)

<0.001
<0.001

Note: p-values, assigning the differences between the different age groups, were calculated using chi-squared test.
Abbreviation: ICU, intensive care unit.
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treatment, and a 15.5 and a 1.1 lower odds for 2+ intensive
treatments in cancer patients, respectively. As found previously, older age was substantially associated with lower odds
of one or two or more intensive treatments compared with
their younger counterparts. Patients with a higher number of
chronic conditions were also less likely to undergo two or
more treatments. The type of cancer also had a significant
impact on the intensity of treatment: intensive care was
generally more likely in patients with lung cancer and less
likely in patients with prostate cancer.
In the subpopulation of cancer decedents who lived in
a canton without hospice availability, 1,159 (69.1%) of the

1,677 cancer patients had at least one intensive treatment
at the end-of-life, 90.2% were transferred at least once in
the last 6 months of life, whereby 88.7% were hospitalized.
Sixty-one percent of patients died in an acute care hospital. In contrast, 64.2% of the cancer decedents from the
total study population had at least one intensive treatment
and 89.5% had at least one transition, with 87.2% being
hospitalized during the corresponding time span. Also,
56.2% of the cancer patients died in an acute care hospital.
Table 6 shows the proportions of cancer decedents of the
subpopulation with intensive treatments at the end-of-life
by age group.

Table 5 Multinomial logistic regression model on intensive cancer treatment groupsa
Predictors
Age (in years)
Sex (females)
Language areab
German
French
Italian
Density of nursing home beds
Density of hospital beds
Density of home care nurses
Density of ambulatory care physicians
Cancer group
Colorectal cancer
Hematologic cancer
Lung cancer
Breast cancer
Pancreas cancer
Prostate cancer
Other cancer types
Number of chronic conditions

Intensive cancer treatment group
Group 1, OR

95% CI

Group 2, OR

95% CI

0.973
0.939

0.964–0.982
0.748–1.180

0.945
0.922

0.937–0.954
0.751–1.130

1.000
1.224
1.522
0.987
0.993
0.826
1.000

0.835–1.795
0.888–2.607
0.975–0.998
0.880–1.120
0.685–0.996
0.998–1.003

1.000
2.419
2.351
0.989
1.139
0.845
0.999

1.733–3.377
1.461–3.783
0.979–0.999
1.027–1.264
0.714–0.999
0.996–1.001

1.000
1.178
1.640
1.216
0.947
0.756
1.098
0.983

0.723–1.917
1.085–2.478
0.746–1.982
0.562–1.595
0.467–1.224
0.759–1.590
0.936–1.032

1.000
1.431
1.314
0.674
1.045
0.569
0.991
0.930

0.938–2.182
0.907–1.903
0.423–1.073
0.667–1.636
0.365–0.885
0.715–1.373
0.890–0.972

Notes: Statistically significant differences are presented in bold. aGroup 1 = one intensive treatment (n=644); Group 2 = two or more intensive treatments (n=1,059).
b
Rhaeto-Romanic area is assigned to the German area.
Abbreviation: OR, odds ratio.

Table 6 Proportions of cancer decedents with intensive treatments at the end-of-life by age group, whereby cancer decedents who lived in one of
the four cantons with hospice availability were excluded (n=1,677)
Intensive treatment

Last dose of chemotherapy within 14 days of death
Starting a new chemotherapy regimen ≤30 days before
death
More than one emergency visit in the last month of life
More than one hospital admission or spending >14 days
in hospital in the last month of life
Spending >14 days in hospital in the last month of life
More than one hospital admission in the last month of life
Death in an acute care hospital
At least one ICU admission in the last month of life

Age in years

p-value

Total
(n=1,677)

18–64
(n=280)

65–74
(n=464)

75–84
(n=562)

85+
(n=371)

128 (7.6%)
154 (9.2%)

35 (12.5%)
43 (15.4%)

52 (11.2%)
56 (12.1%)

35 (6.2%)
48 (8.5%)

6 (1.6%)
7 (1.9%)

<0.001
<0.001

35 (2.1%)
724 (43.2%)

11 (3.9%)
155 (55.4%)

9 (1.9%)
227 (48.9%)

14 (2.5%)
240 (42.7%)

1 (0.3%)
102 (27.5%)

0.010
<0.001

675 (40.3%)
112 (6.7%)
1,023 (61.0%)
116 (6.9%)

138 (49.3%)
30 (10.7%)
211 (75.4%)
32 (11.4%)

211 (45.5%)
39 (8.4%)
324 (69.8%)
32 (6.9%)

231 (41.1%)
31 (5.5%)
331 (58.9%)
40 (7.1%)

95 (25.6%)
12 (3.2%)
157 (42.3%)
12 (3.2%)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Note: p-values, assigning the differences between the different age groups, were calculated using chi-squared test.
Abbreviation: ICU, intensive care unit.
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Discussion
This is the first study exploring detailed patient-relevant
dimensions of treatment intensity for cancer patients at the
end-of-life in a real-life Swiss population. It reveals that the
intensity of treatment and the number of transitions are high
in cancer patients.
According to our findings, almost 65% of Swiss cancer
decedents had at least one intensive treatment at the end-oflife. This proportion is higher compared with the findings
from studies conducted considerably earlier in other health
care settings and cultural contexts. Only 30% of all decedents
had at least one indicator of intensive care in the US study by
Earle et al3 conducted in 1993–1996. However, they found
an increase in the intensity of treatment within the observed
time span. Ho et al4 stated that 22.4% of Canadian adults
with a cancer cause of death experienced at least one incident of potentially aggressive cancer care at the end-of-life.
However, some of the treatments such as death in an acute
hospital, which was shown to be frequent in our cohort, were
not considered in their definition of potentially aggressive
cancer care and, thus, explains the higher rate of intensive
treatment in this study. Including only these four indicators
for potentially aggressive cancer care, as used by Ho et al,4
in our analysis would result in a proportion of 18.0% of
cancer patients with at least one intensive treatment at the
end-of-life.
In our study, 56% of the cancer patients died in an acute
hospital. This is widely in line with the literature. In an
international cohort study using administrative and registry
data of 2010 on health care utilization at the end-of-life,
high proportions of cancer patients dying in acute hospitals
were found in Belgium (51.2%), Canada (52.1%), England
(41.7%), Germany (38.3%) and Norway (44.7%), when compared with the USA (22.2%) and the Netherlands (29.4%).27
The low rate in the USA might be due to the high pressure
on costs forcing patients to move from hospitals to hospices
or nursing homes, as well as to the high level of hospice
capacity. In Taiwan, almost two-thirds of the cancer patients
died in an acute care hospital.28 According to a mortality
follow-back study in London, dying at home was associated
with more peace for decedents in their last week of life and
with less grief in their relatives, but preceding discussions
about patients’ preferences are needed.29 Moreover, this high
proportion of hospital deaths is contrary to what the Swiss
policy was seeking and to what patients prefer according to
a representative Swiss survey.30
Our findings revealed that about 7% of the decedents
received a last dose of chemotherapy within 14 days of death
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and nearly 9% started a new chemotherapy regimen within
30 days of death. In the review by Langton et al,5 chemotherapy was delivered to 1%–19% of patients in the last 14
days. In the retrospective Canadian study, chemotherapy
was administered to 2.4%–4.8% of decedents in the last 2
weeks of life.31 However, in this latter study, only intravenous
administration of chemotherapy could be considered. In the
study by Earle et al,3 5.7% of the decedents received a new
chemotherapy within 30 days of death. This is comparable
to 7.5% of elderly patients (65 years and older) receiving a
new chemotherapy in our cohort. In Portuguese patients with
advanced solid tumors, 14% started a new chemotherapy
regimen within 30 days of death.32 In a prospective US study,
the use of chemotherapy at the end-of-life was associated
with an increased risk of cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
mechanical ventilation and dying in an ICU rather than in
their preferred place of death.33
Almost 40% of the patients in our cohort spent >14 days
in the hospital and roughly 6% had multiple hospital admissions in the last month of life. These results correspond to
findings from Taiwan, where 46.2% spent >14 days in the
hospital and 13.6% had multiple hospital admissions during their last month of life.28 In the study by Earle et al,3
only 11.6% spent >14 days in the hospital in the last month
of life, but the proportion of patients with more than one
acute hospital admission is comparable (9.1%). Due to long
hospital stays in many patients of our cohort, the odds for
readmissions were lower. According to our analyses, 6.9%
had at least one ICU admission and 2.1% had more than one
emergency visit in the last month. ICU admission during the
same time span was seen in 3.5%–27.2% of cancer patients,
and emergency visits were found in 9.2%–57.6% of patients
in previous findings.3,27,28,34 Patients who spent <1 h in the
ICU were regarded as not having an admission to the ICU
in our study. This might have led to an underestimation of
the number of decedents with at least one ICU admission.
In sum, intensive care at the end-of-life assessed by
means of claims data is frequent in Switzerland, but varies
broadly across regions because of different health care systems, health care professionals involved in the care of those
patients as well as due to different cultural settings. While
some of these treatments are certainly fully appropriate and
in accordance with patient preferences, others might be the
result of a lack of coordination or good communication, or
the density parameters of health care providers.
We identified important differences according to the factors associated with treatment intensity that are assumingly
not directly linked with the patients’ characteristics, such as
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diagnosis. Specifically, the density of ambulatory health care
providers as well as the density of the health care institutions
seemed to have an important impact on the cancer treatment
at the end-of-life. A high density of nursing home beds and a
high density of home care nurses were both associated with
a lower likelihood of having one and two or more intensive
treatments at the end-of-life, respectively. In contrast, a high
density of hospital beds was related to more intensive treatment. Albeit, it needs to be considered that the CI in the latter
association between the density of nursing home beds and
intensive treatments is relatively wide and must therefore
be interpreted with caution. Similar associations between
treatment intensity and density of health care providers and
infrastructure at the end-of-life were found in an earlier
study conducted in Switzerland,12 as well as in international
studies.4,5 In a recently published study, the use of homevisit nursing was associated with a significantly lower risk
of hospitalizations related to pressure ulcers.35
Furthermore, we found considerable variations between
the different language areas, whereby Italian- and Frenchspeaking patients had more intensive treatments compared
with German-speaking patients. Similarly, patients residing
in the canton of Ticino (Italian-speaking part of Switzerland)
were hospitalized more frequently and more often received
anticancer drug therapy in the last month(s) of life.15,16 In a
recently published Swiss study regarding health care costs at
the end-of-life, considerable differences were found between
the different language areas even after extensive analysis of
a variety of individual and further regional characteristics.36
We, therefore, suggest that cultural aspects have an important
influence on the treatment intensity in Switzerland due to
dissimilar expectations and preferences of patients, family
members and health care providers.
Considering patient-related characteristics, the intensity
of treatment decreased almost linearly with increasing age
in our cohort even after adjustment for comorbidities. A
decrease in intensive cancer treatment with increasing age
at the end-of-life was documented previously.3–5 The same
was also found in a previous Swiss and US study regarding
the use of chemotherapy.16,37 Levinsky et al38 have found a
decrease in Medicare expenditures with increasing age in
the last year of life, after adjustment for several influencing
factors such as sex, place and cause of death, mainly due
to lower intensity of medical care with increasing age. In
contrast to foregoing analysis, we did not find a sex-specific
difference in the intensity of treatment.3–5
In a multinomial regression analysis, intensive treatment
was more likely in patients with lung cancer and less likely in
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patients with prostate cancer, which is in line with Canadian
findings.4 However, CIs for all cancer types are rather wide
and need to be interpreted with caution. Further research
is, therefore, needed to clarify the impact of cancer type on
health care utilization measures such as transitions.
In the last 6 months of life, 90% of cancer patients of our
cohort had at least one transition with 87% being hospitalized, and >13% even had a burdensome transition. These
are among the highest proportions published so far. In a
large cohort study using administrative and registry data on
the utilization and costs at the end-of-life, between 69.9%
(Germany) and 88.7% (Belgium) of elderly patients with
cancer were hospitalized at least once in the last 6 months
of life.27 The proportion of cancer patients with at least one
transition between care settings in the last 3 months of death
amounted to 53%–69% in four European countries.17 In Australia, the median number of hospital admissions (5 vs. 3)
and the median number of days in hospital (34 vs. 30) were
higher in cancer decedents when compared with non-cancer
decedents in their last year of life.39 This is comparable with
our analysis resulting in a median of two (acute only) hospital
admissions in the last 6 months of life with a median length
of stay of 31 days. A previous Swiss study on the treatment
of adult cancer patients from 2006 to 2008 with at least
one hospitalization in their final month of life revealed that
patients spent a median of 22 days in an acute hospital in the
last 3 months of life, with a median of two hospitalizations.15
Transitions, especially hospitalizations at the end-of-life,
can be very distressing. They may lead to discontinuity of
care and to a loss of information between patient and health
care providers, ending up in decreased quality of care at the
end-of-life.23,40 Therefore, transitions have previously been
proposed as indicators for quality of end-of-life care.41
In the subanalysis, excluding the cancer decedents who
lived in one of the four cantons with hospice availability, the
treatment intensity as well as further health care utilization
measures were slightly higher compared with the total study
population of cancer decedents. Similarly, cancer decedents
who resided in regions with a higher availability of hospice
services were shown to receive less intensive care at the endof-life in the USA.3 This is also in line with a previous study
that found a decreased risk of in-hospital death in regions with
greater hospice availability and use.42 However, differences
between our cohorts are rather small and further research is,
therefore, needed.
In this study, 2,710 (26.4%) of all decedents died of cancer
in the year 2014. Lung cancer was the leading cause of cancer
death. Our data correspond with previous findings on cancer
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research. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,43 cancer accounted for 25% of
all deaths in 2013, whereby lung cancer was the main cause
of cancer mortality. Cancer accounted for 26.2% of all deaths
in Switzerland according to the Swiss Federal Statistical
Office.1 Hence, our data can be regarded as representative
for the whole Swiss population.

Strengths and limitations
The analysis of this study is based on claims and census
data of a sizable cohort, representing almost one-fifth of
all Swiss decedents. The data cover a broad range of highly
reliable and comprehensive information on end-of-life care.
However, this is a retrospective study looking at patients with
a known date of death. In most cases, however, the date of
death cannot be foreknown, even though cancer has one of
the most predictable courses of disease. Nevertheless, two
studies comparing health care utilization and costs showed
very similar results when comparing their prospectively and
retrospectively collected data.34,44
Unfortunately, we were not able to distinguish patients
whose death was preceded by a clinical state characterized by
metastatic cancer and slow deterioration before death from
those who died from complications of cancer treatment at
an early (but not late) stage.45
Although our intensity measures have not been formally
validated, they were repeatedly used in other studies as well
as by the American Society of Clinical Oncology. The quality
of this set of end-of-life intensity measures was, therefore,
regarded as good.20 Furthermore, among others, ICU admission has been found to be relatively robust and stable in
terms of hospital end-of-life treatment intensity measure.46
Further research is, however, needed regarding the definition of quality end-of-life care indicators as well as the time
trends of treatment intensity. This would enable researchers
to better quantify the ratio between appropriate and inappropriate cancer treatments in future studies. Moreover, a
more detailed analysis of the association between treatment
intensity and the density of different types of specialists and
primary care physicians in the ambulatory setting might be
useful in explaining the regional differences in the treatment
patterns of cancer patients.47,48
This study cannot judge the quality of care provided to
patients at the end-of-life. The indicators for intensity can
only be used as red flags to identify regions or groups of
patients with potential challenges concerning the coordination of care at the end-of-life.22 Since the study looks at health
care utilization in the last months of life – independently of
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the reason for use – the utilization might not be related to
cancer treatment. Additionally, influencing variables, such as
the stage, histology of the disease or patients’ preferences,
could not be taken into account.

Implications
This study has important implications related to the health
care system. A higher density of home care nurses was associated with a decrease in treatment intensity at the end-of-life
in our analysis. In Switzerland, considerable regional variations regarding the health services supply at the end-of-life
exist, ranging from regions with a comprehensive supply of
palliative care, including mobile palliative care teams, to
regions with hardly any offering. According to the National
Palliative Care Strategy 2013–2015,26 palliative care is not
yet available for all patients in need. But palliative care was
recently found to decrease the risk of hospital admission
(OR=0.21, 95% CI: 0.18–0.26) and in-hospital mortality
(OR=0.03, 95% CI: 0.02–0.04) in Italy.49 In addition, studies have shown that early use of palliative care may, result in
prolonged life expectancy and less pain in dying patients.8–10
Last but not least, better coordination and discharge planning
may help reduce end-of-life health care intensity.50 Besides
the strengthening of advanced care planning conversations,
a closer link between curative therapy and palliative care services is warranted.51,52 Additionally, linking patient–provider
communication and outcomes might be helpful in developing
evidence-based interventions in cancer care.53 International
evidence demonstrated that the costs of introduction of comprehensive palliative care services may pay off.54 In light of
our results as well as of international study findings, a denser
supply of nursing services and a better coordination of care
are urgently needed.
There is an ongoing discussion regarding the intensity
of treatment at the end-of-life in highly industrialized
countries such as Switzerland. Many people are concerned
that particularly older cancer patients are overtreated with
chemotherapy. This is especially true for a country such as
Switzerland with one of the highest life expectancy worldwide.55 Our data show that treatment intensity substantially
decreases with increasing age. Transparency concerning
health care utilization is important in order to learn from each
other to improve care at the end-of-life in cancer patients.
There is a huge variety of health care systems and no two
are alike. However, as many notably industrialized countries
aim at reducing hospitalizations and intensive treatments at
the end-of-life, comparisons between countries may help to
identify similarities and differences in treatment intensity
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and its underlying causes. The use of similar methodologies
and definitions (i.e., regarding the definition of treatment
intensity) to evaluate different health care delivery systems
across geographic areas and time periods is thus needed.
Quantification of cross-country variations in end-of-life
care can help guide policymakers with the implementation
of culturally and linguistically adapted strategies regarding
prevention, early detection or cancer treatment in regions
with highest cancer type-specific mortality.56

Conclusion
Swiss cancer patients in the last months of life experience a
considerable number of transitions and intensive treatments.
There is reason to fear that these care processes may not
be in accordance with patient preferences and current best
practice in end-of-life care. This study contributes to the
ongoing discussion on coordination of medical care at the
end-of-life in Swiss cancer patients. It indicates that factors
such as density per type of health care provider, the cultural
context and other nonclinical patient characteristics may
contribute to disparities in the management of those patients.
Increased care coordination and timely communication
between patients, families and health care professionals about
the goals of care might be helpful to reduce unwarranted
transitions and intensity of care at the end-of-life.
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